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Abstract:
We analyses on the behaviour of market participants in shipping freight shipping markets under uncertainty. To address this, we construct a model in which we use the framework of a non-cooperative game and take the following points into consideration. First, freight shipping as a commodity has non-storable property. Therefore, shipowners have to meet the total demand of charterers in the market. Second, at the stage of spot trading, each shipowner faces uncertain demand and capacity constraint, which makes spot prices volatile. Third, to consider the decision-making under uncertainty, we use an α-quantile utility function as the objective function of each firm. Finally, to express risk-premiums, we apply the framework of non-cooperative games to the market and construct an equilibrium spot price model, where each shipowner can strategically offer a supply curve that is greater than the marginal cost curve. By considering them, we presented the Nash equilibrium spot price and to observe the mark-up and risk premiums in the equilibrium. We also apply the model to shipping freight market, and calculate the degree of risk attitude of market participants.
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